Digital Photography Workflow

F L O W C H A R T S
FLOWCHARTS
Like all processes, Digital Photography has its workflow. But unlike many processes including
those in film, almost any sequence of steps will produce SOME result even if it is not the desired
one or the best technical,or even the most efficient one. These charts illustrate a workflow that is
efficient (with each step building on the previous one and setting the stage for the next one) and
will result in a predictable, repeatable result with a minimum of backtracking and the need for
memory hogging layers. Yes, I understand it is a heretical approach when multiple “adjustment
layers” are the rage. But I work often with huge files (500 Mb or bigger) and those accumulating
layers slow the machine to glacial speed. I needed to find a way to handle those big files efficiently
and predictably. This approach works very well but it does demand that the photographer know
how to evaluate the image’s needs as well as when he or she has made the correct adjustments at
each step and can move on. That is simply a matter of practice. You can get sloppy using the
adjustment layers because you can always go back and correct/tweak. Sequence is less important
because you can go back when one step messes up the previous one and adjust the older step.
With this approach you must do each step correctly and in the correct order. But if you do, your
computer will run faster and the work can be completed in less time with fewer wasted steps.

Experienced computer users may be familiar with flow charts but to photographers this may be a
new concept. Essentially you just follow the arrows from step to step. To help understand the
shapes used and what they tell you,, here are the conventions I’ll be using in these charts.
This symbol is the start and stop symbol.
It indicates where a process begins and ends.
The diamond symbol indicates a decision point.
The next steps in the process will depend on
the decisions you have to make at this point about
optional actions.
The circle in these charts will represent
independent actions that can be taken in any
order within their general position in the
overall process.
The rectangle will indicate an action that is
to be taken in a set sequence and at their
current position in the overall process.
This symbol represents a note, comment, or
remark I’ve inserted to point out a problem,
indicate a resource, or talk about importance
The “drum” symbol is the standard indicator of
storage whether in volatile storage (RAM) or
someplace less dynamic such as a hard drive or
optical disk (CDs and DVDs).
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PHASE ONE: PREPARATION AND CAPTURE
(On Scene)

Start

Analyze and
Previsualize Scene
to be captured..

Clean
Camera,
Lenses, &
Sensor

Charge
Batteries
&
Format
Cards

Compose Image
Travel to Location

Do before leaving to shoot

(At home)

Check
and clean
all
accessories

Set ‘Custom
Parameters’ or ‘User
Settings’ to render
scene as you desire:
ISO
WB
Contrast
Saturation
CAREFULLY
Meter the Scene
and set Camera
Exposure/Aperture.

NOTE:
Preparation is KEY to a
successful digital
image capture.
To maximize the final
image quality, the
exposure and contrast
settings must be as
accurate as possible.

SHOOT!

Take Test Shot and
check Histogram
Use the Histogram,
for Exposure
not the monitor, to
and Contrast
judge exposure and
contrast

Correct or adjust
exposure and
contrast Settings
and
Retest

No

Is
Exposure
&
Contrast
OK?
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PHASE TWO: RAW CONVERSION
Start

ALL subsequent steps ASSUME a calibrated Monitor!
Tweak Tonalities if RAW converter permits
Exposure
Brightness
Gamma or Fill
Shadows
Contrast

Prepare folder(s)
on your HD
for the files
Copy files from
Memory Card to
HD using a
card reader

Use Histogram
as guide
Tweak Color
Saturation
Hue

Open files in
RAW converter

?

Do you
have a
neutral target
in a master
file?

Yes
Use WB tool in
converter to
neutralize image
color based on
Neutral target

No

Convert and save to:
TIFF
16 Bit
Adobe RGB or
ProPhoto RGB

Confirm Transfer
and Conversion

Do NOT use
Converter to
sharpen image.

No
Xfr
Files
OK?

Yes
Archive RAW files
Format
Memory Cards

Ready to
Edit
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PHASE THREE: EDITING in PHOTOSHOP-1
Open in

Photoshop
Set Resolution
for output*

Does
image
Yes
need
cropping?

No

Adjust Global Tonalities
Open Levels
dialog

No

Set Black (Shadow)
and White (Highlight)
Points using sliders.

Crop

Create
Duplicate
Layer

Does
Histogram
display proper
high & low
values?

Set Output based
on printer
capabilities

Open Curves
Dialog

Alt/Option Click
on diagram to
obtain fine grid

Yes
Click arrows on
Greyscale to make
sure black is in
The lower left
Corner of grid.

Adjust curve to
modify tones for
overall contrast.
Close Levels Dialog
Think in Zone
System terms:each
line of the grid
Try creating
Global work will be
is a ‘zone’ with
a shallow “S”
done on the Background
curve like a Zone V in the middle.
Copy (Top) layer. Any
Raise to Lighten,
Film Curve to
area that is better in
lower to darken.
make the image
the original can be
‘sparkle’

revealed with Layer
Mask Brush before
color adjustments.

* Note on output
Resolution based
on printers
Epson: 360 ppi
All Others:300 ppi
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‘Save As’a
working version
of your image.

Close Curves
Dialog

Proceed to next page
to make global color
adjustments to image
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PHASE THREE: EDITING in PHOTOSHOP-2
Continued
from
Previous
Page
Flatten Layers
and make new
Duplicate Layer.
Work on top
layer

The duplicate layer
we work on allows us
to keep the bottom
layer clean so that
if it turns out the
bottom layer has
areas that are better than the ones we
changed with global
adjustments we can
use the layer Mask
to “reveal” (erase
through the top layer)
the original where
needed.

When you have completed your edits
to the file then
save it as a final
edited master file.
To resize and
sharpen for output
see those specific
handouts.

Adjust Global COLOR
Open Photo
Filters Dialog
Correct Overall
Color Casts by
filtering with
complimentary
color. Set density
as needed.
Close Photo
Filters Dialog

Adjust colors
based on Tones
(Highs, mids, and
shadows)
Close
Color Balance
Dialog

Global Color
is now set.

Open Hue/Saturation
Dialog

Adjust saturation
(overall levels
Adjust Hues for
specific colors

Close Hue/Saturation
Dialog
Open
Color Balance
Dialog
END
Basic Editing
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Save
Working File

Once the global mods
have been completed
you can now proceed
to ‘fix; specific
areas of the image
that required isolated
adjustments to tone
or color.
From this point on
it does not matter
which areas you work
on first, but within
each area, use the forgoing sequences. Complete it, then flatten
and go to the next..
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